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 The fuzzy inference system for obstacle avoidance developed in this paper is 
designed for NAO humanoid robot. The fuzzy obstacle avoidance (Fuzzy OA) 
has been tested in Webots virtual environment and the results showed that this 
method is almost two times faster than the Naoqi framework obstacle 
avoidance (Naoqi OA) while the robot is much more stable. Because the fuzzy 
inference system is a method that relies on trial an error and experience, the 
obstacle avoidance algorithm is subject to improvements. Future 
developments will take into account these results and will add other fuzzy 
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1. Introduction 
Humanoid robots are the most interesting and difficult area of robotics. The state of the art research in this 
area focuses on developing intelligent decision making algorithms, increasing the stability of humanoids 
robots in unstructured environments, optimizing the path planning, battery efficiency, increase in autonomy 
etc.  
Nao is a humanoid robot which is widely used in the research area due to its good performances, small size, 
affordable price and the wide range of sensors it is equipped with. Humanoid robots, among which Nao, are 
known to be difficult to navigate, since motion odometry is computed from the relative motion of legs, which 
often slip, and thus the odometry error is large and increases rapidly. There are several researches that 
explored this problem for Nao robots. In [1] a fuzzy intelligent technique for navigation of humanoid robot in 
obstacle prone zone is presented. The fuzzy inference system used in this case takes four inputs: left obstacle, 
front obstacle, right obstacle and bearing angle towards the target while, after computation, two outputs are 
obtained: left and right velocity. In the paper is not mentioned how the front distance is obtained, taking into 
account that the Nao robot has only two ultrasonic sensors, one in the right side and one in the left side. It is 
also unclear why left and right velocity are chosen as fuzzy outputs, different velocities of humanoid robot 
legs does not mean the robot will turn. This assumption can be applied to mobile robots with differential drive, 
on humanoid robots the only effect is increasing the instability during the walk and maybe making a turn at 
some point, due to the unstable walk. Another approach for path planning and navigation is in [2]. The fuzzy 
theory and Markov chains are combined in order to obtain a fuzzy Markov decision process for humanoid 
path planning. The algorithm takes a input image from Nao camera processes it using Markov chains. The 
obtained image is sent to a fuzzy system which decides which direction Nao robot should follow. This method 
works with small objects that can be captured in the camera frame, walking along a wall or getting through a 
maze with walls bigger that robot can be an impossible task. The image processing is also subjected to a lot of 
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noise during the walk, as Nao walk is unstable. A Neural Approach for Robot Navigation based on Cognitive 
map Learning is presented in [3]. This paper presents a neural network architecture for a robot learning new 
navigation behaviour by observing a human’s movement in a room. There are also a lot of works that study 
the control of autonomous robots using neural networks, fuzzy, PSO, ANFIS . In  [4] a fuzzy logic technique 
for Romeo Autonomous Vehicle Navigation is proposed , an on‐ line navigation technique for a wheeled 
mobile robot in an unknown dynamic environment using fuzzy was developed in [5], a new behaviour-based 
fuzzy control method for Voyager II mobile robot navigation is presented in paper in [6], a fuzzy discrete 
event systems framework for the control of sampled data systems that have to fulfil multiple objectives has 
been introduced by Schmidt K.W. et al. in [7]. Nao and humanoid robot control have also been the object of 
other research works of the authors, such as Melinte O et al. in [8] for haptic robots, Wang X et al. for rescue 
robots[9], Feng Y. in [10], Wang H. for rehabilitation robots in [11] and the results are applied in this paper. 
2. NAO robot control 
The sensor network, Naoqi Framework and CPU architecture make Nao robot an affordable humanoid robot 
that can be used in different research area. In order to implement the obstacle avoidance control we need to get 
information from the two front sonars on the robot, process these data and send the crisp outputs to the speed 
and angle control modules. 
In order to navigate in unknown environments the robot has to get information, process them and providing an 
optimal solution for the task. One particular issue for reaching the target position is avoiding the obstacles 
encountered in robot’s path. There is a lot of research work carried out so far in this field but we will focus 
into implementing a fuzzy inference system that has a high accuracy and adapts better to our requirements.  
The fuzzy algorithm used for obstacle avoidance is a Mamdani inference system.  In the fuzzification stage the 
systems requires to map the inputs from two ultrasonic sensors to values ranging from 0 to 1 using a set of 
input membership functions. The two ultrasonic sensors are placed on Nao’s chest. Each sensor is equipped 
with transmitter and receiver, with a distance of 7 cm between the two sonars transmitters. The sonars 
effective cone is 600, frequency=40kHz and the detection range varies between 0.25 to 2.55 m, with a 
resolution of 1cm. 
 The membership functions represent the Near(N), Medium Near (NM), Medium(M), Medium Far(NF) and 
Far(F) linguistic variables of each input membership functions.  The fuzzification for each input is the same. 
The five linguistic functions have a trapezoidal shape. In fig.1 the fuzzification of the three inputs is presented. 
The range of the sensors is between 0 and 2.5 m, the values over this limit are considered as “Far” and do not 
influence the output of obstacle avoidance control. We had to take into consideration that the ultrasonic 
sensors do not read distance information when a obstacle is less than 25 cm from the robot, the values under 
this limit are represented as “Near”.   
 
Figure 1. Input membership functions NAO robot(units) 
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In figure 3 the output membership functions of the fuzzy set are represented. The outputs of the fuzzy set are 
the speed and orientation of the robot. Each output membership has five linguistic values. The robot speed 
subsets are all triangle shape and are defined as: ”VSmall”(VS), ”Small”(S), ”Medium”(M), ”High”(H) and 
“VHigh”(VH). The universe of discourse is between 0 and 1, which represents the size of each step, in robot 
terms. High values means large steps (increased speed), while small values the opposite, small steps (low 
speed).  
The robot angle subsets are made of four trapezoidal shape subsets and one triangle shape. The trapezoidal 
subsets are defined as: ”Small positive”(SP), ”High positive”(HP), ”Small negative”(SN), ”High 
negative”(HN) , while the triangle subset is defines as “Zero”(Z). The universe of discourse is between -100 
and 100 degrees, which represents the turn of the robot when a obstacle is detected. 
 
Figure 2. Output membership functions Nao robot(units) 
The reasoning above requires a set of rules to be defined. These rules define the relationship between input 
and output fuzzy membership functions. The general form of these rules are for example: "if input 1 is Near 
and if input 2 then speed is VSmall and angle is HighNeg". In order to get the fuzzified outputs we developed 
25 fuzzy rules based on max aggregation method (“AND”).  
In table 1 the fuzzy rules are presented. We have two input sensor information as fuzzy membership functions 
with five linguistic variables each -Near(N), Medium Near (NM), Medium(M), Medium Far(NF) and Far(F)- 
and two fuzzy outputs with five membership functions each- ”Very Small”(VS), ”Small”(S), ”Medium”(M), 
”High”(H), “Very High”(VH) for speed and ”Small positive”(SP), ”High positive”(HP), ”Small 
negative”(SN), ”High negative”(HN) , “Zero”(Z) for orientation. 
Table 1. Fuzzy OA rules 
LD/RD N NM M NF F 
N VS-HN VS-HP S-HP S-SP M-SP 
NM VS-HN S-HN M-HP M-SP H-SP 
M S-HN M-HN M-SP H-SP H-SP 
NF S-SN M-SN H-SN H-Z VH-SP 
F M-SN H-SN H-SN VH-SN VH-Z 




In fig.3. is presented the activation of each input membership function, for a crisp input of 0.45 m on the left 
sensor and 0.7 m. The output membership functions for this input are also presented in fig.4 together with the 
deffuzified speed value of 0.46 m/s and angle of 47.5⁰ . 
  
  
Figure 3. Fuzzy rules set 
The defuzzification of each output distribution is obtained using centroid of area method, also called centre of 
gravity. This method provides a crisp value based on the center of gravity of the fuzzy set. The total area and 
the centre of gravity of each subset is calculated and then the summation of all these sub-areas is taken to find 
the defuzzified value for a discrete fuzzy set. In fig. 4, the activation of each fuzzy rule is presented. 
 
Figure 4. Activation of fuzzy rules 
Using the fuzzy inference system described above we have obtained the crisp speed and orientation outputs 
for our Nao robot.  
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Figure 5. Mesh grid of the relationship between inputs and outputs. () 
In order to map the mesh grid of each output we provided a set of 50 crisp values for each input, evenly 
spaced over their universe of discourse. The result is a set of 50 crisp values for each output.  The relationship 
between inputs and outputs is plotted in fig. 5. 
3. Experiment set-up and results 
The experiments took place in Webots, a robot simulator that provides a complete development environment 
to model, program, simulate and validate robotic researches. Because Nao robot has some stability issues the 
simulation and validation in a VE is a responsible approach in order to protect the real robot from bumping 
against surrounding objects or falling during trials. Our experiments consisted in several scenarios, where 
robot had to walk in a virtual apartment room and avoid objects in his path. Objects in the room had different 
sizes and shapes. In fig. 6 and fig.7 we present the trajectories of the robot where target position was set in 
right side and left side of the room. Nao robot is able to avoid all objects in the virtual environment and even 
able to squeeze between two objects in the room, as we can see in fig.7. We have also tested the robot walking 
along the wall having to make a decision when came across corners or narrow gaps.   
 
 
Figure 6. Nao robot walking to the right side of the 
room 
Figure 7. Nao robot walking to the left side of the 
room 
Nao robot has a Naoqi framework that includes a method called Obstacle Avoidance (Naoqi OA), which is 
part of the ALMotion library. We compared our Fuzzy Obstacle Avoidance (Fuzzy OA) control with this 
function. In terms of arriving to the same target position our Fuzzy OA was almost two times faster than 
Naoqi Obstacle Avoidance. The Naoqi OA is a basic obstacle avoidance method which moves the robot 
backwards and then turning only to the right side when an obstacle is detected. This involves several extra 
movements, relative to our algorithm, which makes the robot arriving to the target position with a big delay. 
Due to the Naoqi OA drawback of turning only to the right when an obstacle is detected, we set target 
positions in the right side of the robot (fig.7) for better comparison. In addition to algorithm low optimization, 
there are stability issues when using Naoqi OA. We had to run the NAoqi OA simulation several times due to 
robot falling during the walk. As mentioned before, the robot has some stability issues after 5-10 steps, so if 
the walk is longer, the stability decreases. In our case, the Fuzzy OA has a reset after 3 seconds of walk, the 
robot stops for 0.5 seconds, helping to regain its stable posture.  
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In the near future, future experiments will take place on the real robot moving in a real environment. 
Likewise, the fuzzy OA will be subjected to further adjustments and other fuzzy inference systems will be 
added in order to improve the OA control, goal seeking and stability.  
4. Conclusion and future work 
The fuzzy inference system for obstacle avoidance developed in this paper is designed for Nao robot. The 
robot has been tested in Webots virtual environment and will be tested on the real robot in the future. The 
Fuzzy OA is almost two times faster than the NAOqi OA and the robot is much more stable. Because the 
fuzzy inference system is a method that relies on trial an error and experience, the obstacle avoidance 
algorithm is subject to improvement. Future developments will take into account these results and will add 
other fuzzy inference systems, such as goal seeking fuzzy system, in order to get more autonomy for Nao 
robot. In addition to these methods a decision making algorithm will be needed in order to fire the appropriate 
method. This algorithm is intended to be developed using deep learning, machine learning or neutrosophic 
logic. 
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